Call Type: Domestic Disturbance

Location: Maple Apartment Building M6

Victim: 

Suspect: None

Witness: Unidentified Neighbor

Complainant: 

Arrest: Yes

Evidence: Female has bruising on face and torn shirt

Statements: Victim’s Statement

Suspect’s Statement

Officer Risk Factor: High

SCENARIO:

Call Dispatch:
Respond to Maple Apartment Building M6, unidentified complainant reports a domestic disturbance in progress. Complainant can hear a female screaming loudly and it sounds like someone is being thrown against a wall. No other information available at this time.

Victim: 

Suspect: 

Witnesses: None

Number of Officers Involved: 1 Primary – Single Officer Patrol Unit

2 Secondary – 2 Officer Backup Cover Unit

Radio Communications:
Upon arrival, primary officer should immediately advise dispatch of status of call and request a backup or cover unit.

Backup or cover unit will be dispatched.

Backup or cover unit should advise dispatch when arriving on scene.

Upon conclusion of scenario, officers should advise dispatch of call status. Officer should request a Victim Advocate be dispatched to speak with the victim.